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Why?

We need to be fast!

�Competition

�Obsolescence reduces loyalty

�New business

- Speed impacts profitability- Speed impacts profitability

more than cost of development

�“The faster, the better”

�Iterate fast

�Agility facilitates co creation

Source: Why rapid innovation matters... now!



Why?

But we are not fast

�Cannibalization

�Structure

�Unpredictable results

�Risk vs reward�Risk vs reward

�Lack of innovation culture & training

“Innovation cannot happen inside the 

performance engine,

it requires a dedicated innovation team.” 

(Vijay Govindarajan)

Source: Driving Innovation In Large Corporations, William Aulet (MIT Entrepreneurship Center), 2010



How?

Spreading innovation culture is too long: 

let’s set-up an autonomous entity

Dedicated Dedicated 

Innovation entity

AUTONOMY!

Source: Innovation plan



How?

Autonomy is necessary, but not sufficient

�Separate, a different yardstick

But

�Not isolated, leveraging assets

« Don’t buy into innovation romance,

strategic experiment and 

organization fight at every turn.” 

(Vijay Govindarajan)

Source: Create necessity for change



How?

Leadership is necessary

�Ineffective innovation management

- Concept does not transfer 

- Distance

- Not acting collectively

- Partner strategy

- Knowledge circulation

Source: Innovation plan



How?

Cooperation is another “must-have”

�Lack of engagement

- Insufficient upstream preparation

- Crowded roadmap, internal competition

- Wrong ambassador

- Fear of disruption, limited desire for change

Source: Innovation plan



How?

We need to become Cooperative Innovation 

Experts!

Dedicated 

Innovation 

entity

AUTONOMY!

Innovation 

framework

CREATIVE 

TENSION!AUTONOMY!

Source: Innovation model V1 

TENSION!

Innovation 

strategy 

alignment

ENGAGE!



How?

Creative tension helps the team

�Cultural framework

- Design thinking (Kelley)

- T-shaped people, Fast and 

iterative prototyping

- User-lead approach

�Focus

- Narrowing the scope

- Belief

- Identity: meaning, 

‘bells and whistles’ - User-lead approach
(Van Hippel)

- Open innovation (Chesbrough)

- Rugby approach
(Nonaka)

- Let the team lead

the team (Smith &

Reinertsen)

Source: Creative tension is good for you!

‘bells and whistles’ 

- Metaphor

- Ambitious goals

- Ecosystem

“Discovery holds meaning only for the one whose mind is prepared” C. Goodyear 



How?

Aligning smoothly with core co

�Connections

- Detachment of resources

- Decision makers, sponsorship

- Parent investment

�Portfolio

- Disruptive projects

- Quick wins

- Exploration 

- Shared innovation goals

- Unfinished product, collaborative 

platform

Source: Manage your innovation portfolio

- Exploration 

prototypes, design 

probes



How?

Still, limitations are rising

�Agility and acceptance: can be 

paradoxal

�Acceptance and co-creation: slowing �Acceptance and co-creation: slowing 

down the process

�Knowledge circulation: (over)-

involved management

No mix, better interfaces!



How?

Addressing organization and design process

Dedicated 

Innovation 

entity

AUTONOMY!

Innovation 

framework

CREATIVE 

TENSION!AUTONOMY!

Source: Innovation model V2 

TENSION!

Innovation 

strategy 

alignment

ENGAGE!

Modular 

design

CONNECT!



How?

What is modular design?

�Designing with, rather than designing for

�A functional module, embedded in multiple services 

through an API

�Letting others build value on top of your platform�Letting others build value on top of your platform

�A ‘design thinking’ approach

- Bottom-up vs Split

- Organic vs Exposure

- Enticing vision

- Staging innovation

Source: Innovation model V2 



How?

API ‘Design Thinking’

�Meaning

�Target

�Evolutivity

�Scalability�Scalability

�Innovation Ecosystem

Source: Innovation model V3 



What results?

Bringing tangible benefits

�Time to Market and Flexibility

�Parallel Implementations

�Cross functional Enhancement

�Cooperation

“Radical incrementalism leads to 

disruption” A. Hatchuel

Source: Rapid Innovation Breakthrough



What results?

Extending the approach

�Living operating system

�Applying the formula

- LTE, NFC, Cloud, Internet of Things

�Combining modules�Combining modules

�Scaling through information

network connections

Creating endless chain reactions

Source: innovation operating system



Thank you! Questions?

“Rapid Innovation” (nbry.wordpress.com)

Twitter: @nicobry


